Introduction {#s1}
============

Gap junctions (GJs) are clusters of intercellular membrane channels that electrically couple neurons by creating pores that link their intracellular fluid. GJ channels allow ions and small molecules to pass between neurons, thus creating a direct electric link between the connected cells ([@BHW166C31]). GJs are fairly common in the nervous system; they are typically formed between dendrites \[but sometimes also between axons ([@BHW166C77])\] and they have been found in many brain regions. Examples include GJs among inferior olivary neurons, which are the only connection between these cells ([@BHW166C17]), among inhibitory neurons in the cerebellar molecular layer ([@BHW166C72]), and, interestingly, among specific subclasses (e.g., large basket cells, LBCs) of inhibitory interneurons in the neocortex ([@BHW166C27]; [@BHW166C30]; [@BHW166C51]; [@BHW166C5]) and the hippocampus ([@BHW166C24]; [@BHW166C92]), as well as among cells in many other regions such as the retina, the olfactory bulb, and the thalamus. Importantly, GJ conductance (GJc) is modifiable both at long ([@BHW166C50]) and short time scales ([@BHW166C48]; [@BHW166C60]). Several studies have attempted to estimate the conductance of GJs and have reported values that ranged from 0.1 to 2.4 nS, resulting in coupling coefficients (CCs) of 1.5--9.4% between pairs of electrically coupled cells ([@BHW166C27], [@BHW166C26]; [@BHW166C30], [@BHW166C29]; [@BHW166C2]; [@BHW166C59]). In these studies, the GJc was estimated assuming that the connected cells were isopotential, thus neglecting the effect of the dendrites, which can result in an underestimation of the actual GJc ([@BHW166C65]). A comprehensive review of GJs in the brain can be found in a recent volume by [@BHW166C16]).

Because GJs act as fast channels for electrical communication, their putative functions have been explored primarily with respect to the synchronization of network activity ([@BHW166C82]; [@BHW166C87]; [@BHW166C10]; [@BHW166C79]; [@BHW166C37]). Findings indicate that the capability of GJs to promote synchrony in networks of inhibitory neurons depends on the dendritic location and conductance value of the GJs ([@BHW166C76]; [@BHW166C63]), the cell\'s firing frequency ([@BHW166C12]; [@BHW166C44]), and the cell\'s intrinsic properties ([@BHW166C64]; [@BHW166C76]). GJs were also shown to be responsible for synchronizing subthreshold voltage oscillations in the inferior olive, a nucleus which is considered to serve as a "timekeeper" for cerebellar activity ([@BHW166C47]; [@BHW166C85]). Surprisingly, GJs may have a synchronizing as well as a de-synchronizing effect on the same system (Golgi cells), depending on the external input ([@BHW166C88]) and, under certain conditions, they might have an overall inhibitory effect ([@BHW166C26]; [@BHW166C75]). Axons of hippocampal principal cell were shown to be connected via GJs ([@BHW166C77]); these GJs were suggested to be responsible for both ripples and fast ripple oscillations in epileptic patients ([@BHW166C86]; [@BHW166C89]; [@BHW166C80]). In his review, [@BHW166C62]) emphasized that interactions between chemical and electrical synapses might be required for normal brain development and function. Taken together, the above studies suggest that GJs have numerous functions and, in some brain regions, may have opposing effects ([@BHW166C88]; [@BHW166C75]), hence implying that the role of GJs is far from being fully understood ([@BHW166C69]).

The present study aimed to contribute several new insights to this as yet incomplete picture of GJ functions. We studied L2/3 fast spiking (FS) LBCs (L2/3 LBCs) that are known to be intensely connected to each other via GJs ([@BHW166C51]; [@BHW166C25]; [@BHW166C5]). In the cat, each parvalbumin-positive (PV^+^) L2/3 LBC forms 60.3 ± 12.2 dendritic GJs with other cells \[with about 2 GJs per connection; i.e., each cell is connected to 30 ± 6 other similar cells ([@BHW166C25])\]. In the molecular layer of the cerebellar cortex of the rat, it was estimated that each basket cell is connected to ∼4 other cells, and that each stellate cell is connected to ∼1 other cell ([@BHW166C1]). It was also shown experimentally that the steady-state CC between electrically coupled L2/3 LBCs in mice ranges from 1.5% to 3.5% ([@BHW166C51]; [@BHW166C5]).

We start with a systematic analysis of the effect of GJs on the cable properties of L2/3 LBCs, and show that the additional paths for current sink due to GJs significantly distort the fundamental cable properties of these cells \[e.g., the input resistance and the membrane time constant ([@BHW166C66], [@BHW166C68], [@BHW166C67])\]. We next propose an approach to obtain a correct estimate of the cable properties of neurons that are embedded in an electrically coupled network, and demonstrate that it is essential to obtain the correct cable parameters for the isolated cell model (without GJs) both to estimate the GJc in L2/3 LBC networks (constrained by in vitro experiments) and to construct a faithful network model formed by these cells. Creating such a model enabled us to analyze the functional impact of GJs on the cells\' capability to integrate synaptic inputs, their capability to track fast input fluctuations via the axonal spikes, and the processing of visual-like input in electrically coupled networks. The findings indicate that GJs reduce (broaden) the selectivity of L2/3 LBC interneurons, consistent with the broad selectivity of cortical interneurons observed experimentally, for example, in the auditory cortex ([@BHW166C45]) and in the visual cortex ([@BHW166C42]; [@BHW166C46]). Furthermore, GJs decrease the linearity index of electrically coupled neurons, which agrees with the low linearity index that was observed experimentally in inhibitory neurons ([@BHW166C54]). Finally, we show that GJs reduce the phase difference between L2/3 LBCs. This work thus constitutes a systematic exploration of the impact of dendritic GJs on the cable properties of neurons, and the functional impact of GJs on the processing of sensory inputs.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Cable Properties {#s2a}
----------------

We used Rall\'s cable theory ([@BHW166C66], [@BHW166C68]) to characterize the cable properties of the modeled neuron and the cylindrical neuron models in [Supplementary Figures 6--8](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1). In passive cables, the voltage decay following a brief current input can be expressed as an infinite sum of exponential terms: $$V_{m}(x,\; t) = B_{0}\text{e}^{- t/\tau_{0}} + B_{1}\text{e}^{- t/\tau_{1}} + B_{2}\text{e}^{- t/\tau_{2}} + B_{3}\text{e}^{- t/\tau_{3}} + \cdots$$

Where the B\'s depend both on the initial conditions and on x, the *τ*\'s are the equalizing time constants that describe the flow of current between the different compartments of the cable (this current flow reduces the voltage difference in the cable). For cables with sealed ends, the slowest time constant *τ*~0~ equals the membrane time constant, *τ*~0~ = *τ*~m~ = *C*~m~*R*~m~, where *R*~m~ is the specific membrane resistance (Ω cm^2^) and *C*~m~ is the specific membrane capacitance (µF/cm^2^). Theoretically, it is possible to extract *τ*~0~ and *τ*~1~ by "peeling" the voltage transient following a brief current injection to the cell ([@BHW166C68]). The electrotonic length, *L*, was then calculated in [Supplementary Figure 6](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1) as follows: $$L = {\frac{\pi}{\sqrt{\tau_{0}/\tau_{1} - 1}}.}$$

NEURON Simulations {#s2b}
------------------

Simulations were performed using the NEURON simulator ([@BHW166C11]) running both on local clusters (NEURON 7.3) and on a supercomputer (NEURON 7.4). The local clusters are based on 14 Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 (280 threads in total) and 40 Intel Xeon E5-2670 (640 threads in total). The BlueGen/Q system supercomputer is composed of 4 racks of 1024 nodes, each node is based on an IBM PowerPC A2, 1.6 GHz with 16 cores.

Experimental Database for L2/3 Large Basket Interneurons {#s2c}
--------------------------------------------------------

The 4 L2/3 interneurons shown in [Supplementary Figure 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*A* were used as the building blocks for constructing the network model in the present study. These were LBCs from P14 of the rat. These cells were reconstructed in 3D and one of these cells (shown in Fig. [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}) was also characterized physiologically in vitro \[for complete experimental details, see [@BHW166C90])\]. In addition to these 4 reconstructed cells, in vitro electrophysiological recording were made in 6 other L2/3 PV^+^ LBC cells; these cells were not morphologically reconstructed; they were classified as FS neurons, with an input resistance of 131 ± 18.5 MΩ, a spike half-width of 1.3 ± 0.25 ms and a firing rate (FR) that reached 59 ± 21 Hz ([@BHW166C51]; [@BHW166C20]). These parameters are somewhat different from those of previously classified FS cells; this difference can be accounted for by the young age (P14) of the animals used ([@BHW166C93]; [@BHW166C3]). Figure 1.Passive properties of an exemplar L2/3 LBC measured in vitro. (*A*) Three-dimensional reconstructed LBC from L2/3 of the rat. (*B*) Series of hyper- and depolarizing current steps (lower traces) and the corresponding voltage response (upper traces) for the cell shown in *A*. Spikes in gray are truncated. (*C*) *I*/*V* curve (black squares) extracted from *B*; the slope at resting potential yields an input resistance of 157 MΩ. The membrane time constant *τ*~m~ for this neuron, estimated from the initial phase of the voltage response to the smallest currents, was 12--15 ms (see Materials and Methods). Three additional L2/3 LBCs used for network modeling are presented in [Supplementary Figure 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1).

Building the L2/3 LBC Networks {#s2d}
------------------------------

We ran simulations in networks of 121 neurons (see above); the GJ connectivity between dendrites was random and created as follows. Assume a predefined target connectivity of, for example, 30 ± 6 connections per neurons. Then, (1) Start with the first neuron and form GJs with *n* randomly selected neurons, where *n* is drawn from a normal distribution, with an average of 30 and standard deviation (SD) of 6 \[*n* ∼ *N*(30,6^2^)\]. (2) For the next neuron, select random neurons so that (i) the number of neurons to be connected is drawn from ∼*N*(30,6^2^) minus the number of connections that the cell already has and (ii) select neurons that are not already connected to it and that have fewer than the expected number of connections. We repeated step 2 until the last neuron. This process resulted in some neurons having more than the target connections. Connections between any 2 neurons were realized with a randomly selected number of GJs (1, 2, or 3 GJs per connection with a probability of 0.1, 0.8, or 0.1, respectively). The conductance of each GJ in the network was chosen from a normal distribution with an SD that was 20% from the mean (e.g., 0.4 ± 0.08 nS).

Passive Parameters for L2/3 LBCs {#s2e}
--------------------------------

Our goal was to match the distribution of *R*~in~ in the modeled network to that found in vitro, namely 131 ± 18.5 MΩ (see above). For this purpose, *R*~m~ for each modeled cell in the network was selected from a normal distribution with a mean that was dependent on the morphology of the cell (9300 ± 500, 9300 ± 500, 11 400 ± 500, and 11 100 ± 500 Ω cm^2^ for C230300D1, C050600B1, C250500A-I4, and C28119A-IN, respectively, see [Supplementary Fig. 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*A*), resulting in the *R*~in~ distribution shown in [Supplementary Figure 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*C*, which is in line with the experimental range of *R*~in~. Next, for each GJc and depending on the number of connections per cell in the network, the *R*~m~ of each cell was adjusted in order to compensate for the current leak due to the GJs, so that the *R*~in~ of each neuron remains fixed regardless of the GJs. The specific axial resistance (*R*~a~) was set to 100 Ω cm unless stated otherwise and *C*~m~ to 1 µF/cm^2^. The number of compartments representing the 4 modeled cells was: 167, 169, 231, and 241 for C050660B1, C230300D1, C250500A-I4, and C281155A-IN, respectively.

Incorporation of Active Conductances to Modeled Neuron {#s2f}
------------------------------------------------------

We utilized a feature-based multiobjective optimization (MOO) protocol as previously described ([@BHW166C19]; [@BHW166C49]) to fit the isolated L2/3 LBC neuron model to in vitro voltage traces. The experimental voltage traces used as a target for the model consisted of 3 different stimulus protocols: (1) Three different subthreshold current injections (−0.22, 0.04, and 0.15 nA) of 1000 ms each. (2) Five repetitions of long (2000 ms) suprathreshold current injections (0.27 nA). (3) Five repetitions of short (45 ms) suprathreshold (0.33 nA) current injections. Basic features (such as input resistance, spike shape, and frequency) were extracted (a full description of the features can be found in [Supplementary Material](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)) from the in vitro voltage traces. The mean and SD of each feature were then used as a target for the MOO algorithm.

The free parameters in the optimization were the specific membrane resistivity, the densities of 11 active ion channels, and the dynamics of intracellular Ca^2+^ ([@BHW166C33]). The neuron was separated into different regions: (1) The axon initial segment, (2) the soma, and (3) the dendrites. Each region had a separate set of membrane channels with different conductance densities. The full list of parameters for each region is provided in [Supplementary Table 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1). *R*~a~ and *C*~m~ values were not optimized and were set to 100 Ω cm and 1 µF/cm^2^, respectively.

The optimization algorithm is explained in detail in [@BHW166C19]), [@BHW166C33]), and [@BHW166C49]). In brief, at the beginning of the algorithm, 1365 models (different parameter sets) were randomly created and the experimental protocols explained above were executed for each of the models. The models with the smallest difference between their voltage trace features and the in vitro features were mutated together and passed to the next generation. The evolutionary algorithm ran on 512 cores of a BlueGene/Q system for 180 generations. For the purpose of this work, we took a model from the last generation.

Tracking of High-Frequency Modulations {#s2g}
--------------------------------------

To measure the capability of the neuron to track high-frequency modulations, a noisy current *I*(*t*) was injected into the soma of a single neuron as described below. The current was composed of 3 components ([@BHW166C23]; [@BHW166C43]; [@BHW166C83]; [@BHW166C39]): $$I(t) = I_{0} + I_{1}\sin(2\pi ft) + I_{noise}$$ where *I*~0~ is the steady-state (DC) current, *I*~1~ the modulated input (as a function of *f*, frequency), and *I*~noise~ the noise component which was generated as a realization of an Ornstein--Uhlenbeck stochastic process with zero-mean, variance *s*^2^, and time correlation *τ*~noise~ = 5 ms ([@BHW166C70]; [@BHW166C43])*.* For each GJc, *s*^2^ was adjusted to mimic in vivo like membrane fluctuations \[voltage SD of 2--5 mV; ([@BHW166C61])\]. *I*~0~ was adjusted to yield a mean FR of approximately 10 Hz ([@BHW166C28]; [@BHW166C55]). The ratio of *I*~0~ to *I*~1~ was 6. In each model, 200 current inputs with different frequencies ranging from 0 to 2000 Hz were used. Each input lasted 30 s using a time-step (d*t*) of 0.025 ms (in the 0-Hz condition, to obtain a better onset rapidness estimation, d*t* was set to 0.002 ms). We quantified the ability of a neuron to phase-lock to the fluctuating input by using a method based on the Fourier transform ([@BHW166C83]; [@BHW166C22]). For each frequency, we computed the vector strength $r(\, f) = \text{abs}(\sum_{\, j = 1}^{N}{\text{exp}(i2\pi ft_{j})})/N.\; t_{j}$ is defined as the phase shift of each spike in relation to the frequency period ([@BHW166C83]; [@BHW166C22]). To determine the statistical significance of the phase-locking, for each frequency, we used the mean FR of the resulting spike train to create 1500 Poisson spike trains with the same FR, and computed *r* for each generated spike train. This resulted in a population of *r* values (*r*~s~). We then calculated the 95th percentile of *r*~s~, that is, the value above 95% of the *r*\'s in the population. The probability of obtaining a value above the 95th percentile by chance is 5%. (These values are shown in Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*D* as significance levels.) The tracking capability of a model was defined as the frequency that resulted in a spike train with an *r* value that was lower than the corresponding 95th percentile. To compare different models and inputs, the strength *R* (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}) was normalized to the reference value of *r* at 12 Hz: *R*(*f*) = *r*(*f*)/*r*(12 Hz).

The speed of the action potential (AP) onset was quantified using onset rapidness ([@BHW166C53]) defined as the slope of the phase plot at d*V*/d*t* = 5 mV ms^−1^.

In all the "high-frequency tracking" simulations (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}), *R*~m~ values were set to those which yielded an average of 2.5% CC between the modeled cells (Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Fig. 5](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*A*), the simulations were performed in networks of 121 neurons, and each neuron was connected to 30 ± 6 other neurons with a mean of 2 GJs per connection. Figure 2.Constraining GJc and *R*~m~ values in L2/3 LBCs by fitting the model to the experiments. (*A*) Part of the modeled L2/3 LBC network (blue dots---GJs between these 8 neurons; brown dots---GJs with other neurons which are not shown here). The full network consists of 121 L2/3 LBCs (composed of 4 different morphologies, each with variability in the number of connections/cell, number of contacts/connection, and variability in *R*~m~ and in GJc values; see [Supplementary Fig. 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1) and Materials and Methods). (*B*) Relationship between GJc and the corresponding *R*~m~ value consistent with the range of the in vitro values of the experimental *R*~in~ (ranging from 103 to 157 MΩ; see Materials and Methods). Three exemplar modeled cells (and their corresponding *R*~in~ values) are shown. In each case, 3 different network configurations (mean number of connections per cell) are shown (see also the corresponding analytical result for the case without dendrites in [Supplementary Fig. 2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)). Color code at right represents the average CC between the modeled cell and its directly connected neighbors; the 2 red arrows at right demarcate the experimental range of the CC (1.5--3.5%); this range is also marked by the 2 vertical lines on each curve. In these 3 examples, and depending on the connectivity level via GJs, *R*~m~ was estimated to range from 10 000 to 40 000 Ω cm^2^ and GJc from 0.05 to 0.25 nS. The range of *R*~m~ and GJc for the whole population is shown in [Supplementary Figure 3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1). The axial resistivity *R*~a~ was 100 Ω cm (see [Supplementary Fig. 4](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1) for estimates of GJc and *R*~m~ with *R*~a~ = 200 Ω cm).

Simulation of Orientation Selective Visual Input {#s2h}
------------------------------------------------

The simulation of a visual input (Fig. [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}) consisted of 9 trials; each trial simulated the response of the cell to a different visual orientation *θ*~orient~, out of a set of 9 orientations (*θ*~orient~ = 0°--160°, in 20° increments). Each L2/3 LBC model received 50 orientation selective excitatory axons \[α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) synapses, see below\], with 5 synapses per axon. The mean FR of each axon was determined by the difference (in degrees) between the predefined axon\'s preferred orientation (PO), *θ*~axon~, and the orientation of the visual input, *θ*~orient~ (eq. 1). For each L2/3 LBC in the network, we randomly assigned a PO; the PO of its input axons was drawn from a normal distribution with a mean that matched the PO of that cell and with a variance of 10°. The axonal ("sensory") input was realized as an inhomogeneous Poisson process with a time-dependent intensity *λ*(*t*), equation (2), modulated at 2 Hz. For each cell, we randomly selected a phase (0,2*π*) and all the axons impinging a cell had the same phase as the one selected for that particular cell.

The FR of each orientation selective axon was predetermined for each trial according to the axon\'s PO (*θ*~axon~) and the orientation of the visual stimulus (*θ*~orient~), as follows: $$f\,(\theta_{orient}) = {\frac{\, f_{0}}{A}\exp\left( \frac{\cos\, 2(\theta_{orient} - \theta_{axon})}{w} \right)}$$ where $A = {\frac{1}{\pi}\int_{0}^{\pi}{\text{exp}(\text{cos}(\theta)/w)\text{d}\theta}}$ is a factor that sets the mean FR to *f*~0~, *f*~0~ was set to 2.5 Hz, and the parameter *w* determines that the width of the tuning curve, *w*, was set to 1.

The intensity of the inhomogeneous Poisson process was set as follows: $$\lambda(t) = f\,(\theta_{orient}) \times \frac{{(\sin((t + \text{phase}) \times f \times 2\pi) + 1)}^{1.5}}{B}$$ where *t* is time in seconds, phase the input phase, *f* the frequency which was set to 2 Hz, and $B = \int_{0}^{1}{\text{sin}{(t \times 2\pi)}^{1.5}\text{d}t}$ is a normalization factor, so that the mean FR would be equal to *f*(*θ*~orient~).

In addition to the orientation selective axons, each L2/3 LBC received 200 excitatory axons (5 AMPA synapses per axon; a total of 1000 synapses) and 25 inhibitory axons \[10 γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA~A~) synapses per axon, a total of 250 inhibitory synapses\] that were not orientation selective ("background activity"). Namely, their FR was constant in all orientation settings. The rise and decay time constants of the AMPA synapse were 0.3 and 2 ms, respectively ([@BHW166C4]), and the reversal potential of the synapse was set to 0 mV. GABA~A~ synapses had rise and decay time constants of 1 and 8 ms, respectively ([@BHW166C91]; [@BHW166C32]), and the reversal potential was set to −80 mV. The resting membrane potential of the modeled cell was −80 mV. The unorientated AMPA axons had an average FR of 1.5 Hz ([@BHW166C28]), and the GABA~A~ axons had an average fire rate of 10 Hz ([@BHW166C28]; [@BHW166C55]). The maximal GABA~A~ conductance was set to 0.125 nS, yielding (in an isolated cell) an average somatic inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) amplitude of −0.5 mV at a holding potential of −70 mV for a single axon ([@BHW166C5]). For each GJc setting, the conductance of the AMPA synapse was fitted, so that the resulting mean FR of the 121 neurons of the network would be approximately 10 Hz ([@BHW166C28]; [@BHW166C55]). In the AMPA conductance fitting process, all orientation selective axons fired at 2.5 Hz.

The strength of the orientation selectivity index (OSI) was quantified using the following equation: $$\text{OSI} = \frac{\sqrt{\left( {\sum_{i}{R(\theta_{orient}) \times \text{sin}(2\theta_{orient})}} \right)^{2} + \left( {\sum_{i}{R(\theta_{orient}) \times \text{cos}(2\theta_{orient})}} \right)^{2}}}{\sum_{i}{R(\theta_{orient})}}$$ where *θ*~orient~ is the simulated orientation and *R*(*θ*~orient~) the FR of the neuron at this orientation after subtraction of the baseline FR, defined as the neurons\' FR when the orientation selective axons are inactive ([@BHW166C46]).

To determine the PO of a cell, we fitted the data with the von Mises function, which is defined as: $$M(\theta) = A \cdot \text{e}^{b\lbrack cos(\theta - c)\rbrack}$$ where *A* is the FR at the PO, *c* the PO, and *b* a width parameter ([@BHW166C81]; [@BHW166C40]).

The linearity of the response was calculated from the response of the cells to the simulated drifting grating (at the PO of the cell), the output spikes were binned at 100 ms (subtracting the spontaneous FR), and then we applied the discrete Fourier transform and computed *F*1/*F*0, the ratio of the first harmonic (response at the drifting frequency, 2 Hz) to the 0th harmonic (mean FR); this ratio was previously used to classify neurons as complex and simple cells ([@BHW166C36]).

The phase difference between 2 cells was calculated as the difference between the mean phase of their spike timing (Fig. [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Only cells that passed the Rayleigh test were considered ([@BHW166C7]).

In the simulation shown in Figures [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}, each cell was connected to 30 ± 6 other cells with a mean of 2 GJs per connection. For each GJc value, we compensated for the decrease in input resistance by increasing *R*~m~ (Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}).

### Coupling Coefficient {#s2h1}

In all cases, the strength of electrical coupling between cells was calculated by injecting a steady current in one cell and recording the resultant voltage in the other cell ([@BHW166C6]).

Results {#s3}
=======

Cable Properties and GJ Conductance Obtained via Experimentally Constrained Models {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the impact of GJs on the cable properties (input resistance, *R*~in~, and membrane time constant, *τ*~m~) of L2/3 LBCs, we first developed detailed compartmental models of 3D reconstructed and physiologically characterized L2/3 LBCs from the rat neocortex in vitro (see Materials and Methods). We constructed 4 models of four 3D reconstructed L2/3 LBCs as shown in [Supplementary Figure 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1). One of the modeled cells is shown in Figure [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*, with its 3D morphology reconstructed, its voltage response to current steps (Fig. [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*), and the corresponding steady-state *I/V* relationship (Fig. [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*). The input resistance of this cell was 157 MΩ (dashed blue curve in Fig. [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*), and the membrane time constant, obtained by "peeling" ([@BHW166C68]) the rising phase of the smallest hyper- and depolarizing currents in Figure [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*, was estimated to be approximately 12--15 ms (not shown). We stress once again that these are in vitro values; in other words, these measurements were obtained when this neuron (as well as those shown in [Supplementary Fig. 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)) was embedded in an electrically coupled network. What would the cable properties (*R*~in~ and *τ*~m~) of these cells be "in isolation", without GJs?

To answer this question, we reconstructed network models of L2/3 LBCs; these modeled cells were electrically connected via GJs (Figs [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The network consisted of 121 L2/3 LBCs composed of a mixture of the four 3D reconstructed cells from young rats shown in [Supplementary Figure 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1). Each of these morphologies was cloned 30 times, jittering *R*~m~ value in the clones, such that the distribution of *R*~in~ in the whole network is consistent with the experimental variance of *R*~in~ (see [Supplementary Fig. 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*C*; see Materials and Methods). Information about the number of GJs/neuron is not available for rodents; in the cat, the estimate is that each L2/3 LBC connects to other cells via 60 GJs ([@BHW166C25]). In our circuit model, each neuron was connected via GJs to either 5 ± 1 or 15 ± 3 or to 30 ± 6 other neurons (3 different networks) and each connection consisted of 1--3 GJs (see Materials and Methods). Constraining this modeled network by in vitro measurements of both *R*~in~ (ranging from 105 to 157 MΩ) and CC \[ranging, in mice, from 1.5% to 3.5% [@BHW166C51]; [@BHW166C5])\] provided estimates for the values of *R*~m~ and GJc that fit these measurements (see below). For the 3 exemplar cells in Figure [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*, *R*~m~ ranged from 10 000 to 12 000 Ω cm^2^ (for an LBC network with an average of only 5 connections/neuron) to 15 000--40 000 Ω cm^2^ (for networks with an average of 30 connections/neuron). The corresponding value for the GJc between L2/3 and L2/3 LBCs ranged from 0.05 to 0.25 nS. The distribution of values for *R*~m~ and GJc for the 121 cells composing the whole network is shown in [Supplementary Figure 3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1). This range of values for GJc is smaller than previously used ([@BHW166C87]; [@BHW166C35]; [@BHW166C56]). This is because these studies did not constrain the modeled network by the experimental *R*~in~, as we did in the present study (see [Supplementary Fig. 5](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1) for the estimate of GJc when *R*~in~ is not constrained and Discussion). The corresponding analytical result for the case without dendrites is depicted in [Supplementary Figure 2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1), and demonstrates the strong impact of GJc and the number of GJs on the input resistance of the cell. Figure 3.Distortion in L2/3 LBC cable properties due to GJs. (*A*) Right---schematic representation of the modeled L2/3 LBC neuronal network, consisting of 121 modeled L2/3 LBC neurons as in Figure [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"} (an exemplar cell is shown at left, see Materials and Methods). Red---neuron of interest; green---neurons that are directly coupled with the red neuron via GJs; blue---all other neurons that are not directly connected to the red cell. Red lines depict the GJs between the green cells and the red cells (shown at left by the blue dots); green lines depict all other GJs made onto the green cells. GJs between the blue cells are not shown. (*B*1) Normalized voltage decay following a short current injection to the red cell in *A*, for the case of an average of 30 connections per neuron. Short vertical lines depict 85--90% decay of the initial voltage. (*B*2) "Peeling" transients for estimating the membrane time constant (*τ*~0,peel~) from the tail of the log of the voltage decay (peeled between 85% and 90% of the voltage decay), as typically done experimentally. Note the large underestimation of *τ*~m~ due to the GJs (green and red traces). The mean error for all neurons in estimating the membrane time constant (*C*1) and the input resistance (*C*2) as a function of GJc value is shown by the continuous line; the corresponding SD is depicted by the shaded region.

Once we had the membrane properties of L2/3 LBCs, we were in a position to estimate the impact of GJs on the cable properties of these cells. For example, taking the case in Figure [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*, top, with a network consisting of an average of 30 connections per cell and a mean GJc = 0.1 nS, the estimated *R*~m~ of the cell was approximately 20 000 Ω cm^2^*.* On the basis of this value, the input resistance of this cell, when taken out of the network, was 304 MΩ (compared with 157 MΩ, when it was embedded in the network), and its actual membrane time constant was 20 ms (assuming *C*~m~ of 1 µF/cm^2^) compared with approximately 10 ms, when it was electrically coupled with the network. To fully explore the distortion due to GJs of the cable properties in L2/3 LBCs and propose ways to correct for this distortion, we next discuss Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}.

Distortion of the L2/3 LBC Cable Properties due to GJs and its Correction {#s3b}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*1,*C*2 explores the impact of electrical coupling on the cable parameters (*τ*~0,peel~, *R*~in~) of L2/3 LBCs. These parameters were computed when the cells were embedded in an electrically coupled network normalized by the corresponding values for the isolated L2/3 LBCs (when GJs = 0 nS). Three sets of network configurations are shown (with 5 + 1, 15 ± 3, or 30 ± 6 connections per cell, each with 1--3 GJs). For each connectivity setting, the isolated cell models were constructed by using the *R*~m~ values that corresponded to an average of a 2.5% CC between the modeled cells (Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Fig. 5](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*A*). Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*, right shows a schematic of the modeled network. Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*1 shows 3 normalized voltage traces (for 3 average values of GJc---0, 0.1, and 0.5 nS, and an average of 30 connections/cell), measured in the middle (red) cell in Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*A* right, following a brief transient current injected into that cell. The estimated membrane time constant extracted via "peeling" the voltage transient in Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*1 ([@BHW166C68]) is shown in Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*2. Increasing GJc markedly reduced the estimated *τ*~m~. Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*1,*C*2 shows that the larger the number of the GJs per neuron (and the larger the GJc), the lower the estimated *τ*~m~ and the lower the measured *R*~in~. For example, assuming that the mean GJc is 0.1 nS, with around 30 connections per cell (purple line in Fig. [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*1,*C*2), both *R*~in~ and the effective time constant would be reduced by about 65%, compared with the values obtained when the cells are isolated (when GJc = 0 nS). Using a different approach ([@BHW166C2]) estimated the reduction in the input resistance due to GJs to be about 50%. In this study, however, the modeled neurons were isopotential. Using the simpler case of 2 cylindrical cables connected via GJs, [Supplementary Figures 6--8](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1) provide further biophysical insights into the impact of GJs on the cable characteristics of neurons.

Based on the above results, in what follows, we outline the steps required for building a faithful active model of an electrically coupled neuronal network. Because what is typically available to researchers are biophysical measurements from single cells obtained in vitro, we start by taking these measures and build an initial (erroneous) model of an isolated cell (assuming GJc = 0) that fits the in vitro input resistance (e.g., of 160 MΩ) and the spiking characteristics of this cell. The latter used our recently developed MOO method ([@BHW166C19]; [@BHW166C33] and see Materials and Methods). For L2/3 LBCs, this procedure yields an erroneous estimate for *R*~m~ of around 10 000 Ω cm^2^ (see Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}*B* for GJc = 0 nS) and a set of excitable membrane conductances that fit the in vitro spiking activity of that cell. The response of this model to a suprathreshold current step is shown in Figure [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*. The next step is to embed the modeled cell in an electrically coupled network (as in Fig. [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*, right). This will result in a marked reduction in input resistance and the effective membrane time constant of that cell (Fig. [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*1,*C*2) as well as a change in the firing characteristics of the modeled cell as depicted in Figure [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*. One can try to correct for the reduction in *R*~in~ by a corresponding increase in the injected current (Fig. [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*, red spikes). However, a better compensation for the impact of the GJs is to increase the *R*~m~ of all neurons in the network to retrieve their in vitro *R*~in~ (based on Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*), leaving the injected current unchanged. In fact, given this correction factor, the in vitro behavior of both the passive and the active properties of L2/3 LBCs was successfully retrieved (Fig. [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}*D*; see [Supplementary Fig. 9](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)). Figure 4.Effect of GJs on firing characteristics of L2/3 LBCs. (*A*) Response of a model of an isolated L2/3 LBC (cell shown in Fig. [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*) to suprathreshold depolarizing step current (see model parameters in Materials and Methods). (*B*) Same modeled cell as in *A*, but when the cell is embedded in a network with 30 ± 6 connections per neuron (with mean GJc = 0.11 nS). Voltage response is shown in red for the same current as in *A*. The spikes in *A* are also shown in black. (*C*) As in *B*, but compensating for the (1.4-fold) reduction in *R*~in~ due to the GJs by proportionally increasing the injected current. (*D*) Compensating for the effect of GJs by increasing (based on Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*) *R*~m~ of the modeled neurons by a factor of approximately 3 for preserving their in vitro *R*~in~. This compensation successfully retrieves the spiking characteristics of the model in *A* (see also [Supplementary Fig. 9](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)).

To summarize, due to the large number of GJs per L2/3 LBC, a very significant error is expected in estimating the cable properties of L2/3 LBCs (and other similar electrically coupled cells; e.g., Somatostatin-to-Somatostatin, [@BHW166C30]) extracted from in vitro measurements. In L2/3 LBCs, we predicted that due to the GJs, the input resistance and membrane time constant would both be underestimated by 2- to 4-fold. Hence, our work clearly shows that caution is mandatory when in vitro (or in vivo) measurements are used to construct cable/compartmental models of single neurons, when these neurons are intensely connected to each other via GJs. The first requirement is to correct for the impact of the GJs on the neuron\'s cable parameters (in other words, increase *R*~m~ accordingly); only then can the corrected neuron models be used as building blocks for models of electrically coupled networks.

Coincidence Detection, Improved Input Tracking, and Reduced Input Selectivity due to GJs {#s3c}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We explored 3 different consequences of GJs on the operation of L2/3 LBCs. In all the cases below we used a network (*n* = 121), where each neuron was connected to 30 ± 6 with 1--3 GJs per connection. As shown in Figure [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}, the effective time constant of the neuron is markedly reduced when it is embedded in a network connected via GJs. This implies that postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) will decay faster in a network of L2/3 LBCs when compared with the electrically isolated case (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In other words, the time window for synaptic integration is smaller because of the GJs. Figure 5.L2/3 LBC network as a coincidence detector. (*A*) excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in an isolated passive neuron with *R*~m~ = 20 000 Ω cm^2^ (black trace) and in the same neuron when it is embedded in an L2/3 LBC network (red trace, network consists of 30 ± 6 connections per neuron, with a mean GJc = 0.1 nS). (*B*) EPSP in the same neuron when other neurons that are directly connected to it were activated. The cases of 6, 13, and 20 simultaneously activated neurons are shown. (*C*) The corresponding cases where cells that were not directly connected to it were simultaneously activated. (*D*) A train of 4 EPSPs in the LBC of interest when 50 synapses were activated (at 71 Hz) on its dendrites (red); Green, when 20 other LBCs which were not directly connected to that cell were also activated, each by 50 excitatory dendritic synapses. Blue, when 20 neurons that were directly connected to the cell of interest were activated. (*E*) Same as in *D*, but when L2/3 LBCs consist of excitable soma (see Materials and Methods). (*F* and *G*) Dependence of the integration time window of a given neuron on the number of activated neurons that were directly connected to it (each neuron was activated with 85 excitatory synapses). Increasing the number of activated neurons was associated with an increase in the temporal jitter of the sensory input that still gives rise to a reliable spiking response.

However, this time window can be adjusted by the activation of other LBCs in the network. When a given cell is activated simultaneously with other LBCs that are directly coupled to it (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*), the current sink from this cell is reduced (the network becomes more isopotential). In this condition, and depending on the number of activated cells, the PSPs are broadened, as is the time window for synaptic integration (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*,*D*,*E*). Note that this broadening of the PSPs is only slight if cells that are indirectly connected to that particular cell are simultaneously activated (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*).

The abovementioned result implies that an electrically coupled network behaves as a detector for coincident activation of directly coupled neurons. An L2/3 LBC might generate an output spike when it, and neurons directly connected to it, receives synchronous input (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*E*, blue trace). The same synaptic input, when injected to that same cell and to neurons that are indirectly connected to it, will not reach threshold for spike firing (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*E*, green trace).

We further demonstrated this "dynamic time-window effect" by activating 85 excitatory synapses per cell while increasing the number of activated cells that were directly connected to the target neuron. We examined how large the jitter could be in the activation time of these cells, while still yielding a reliably output spike at the target cell. Figure [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*F*,*G* clearly demonstrates that the temporal jitter increases steeply as the number of directly connected activated cells increases. This jitter is the time window within which the various neurons were randomly activated. For example, with 20 activated cells, the temporal jitter could be as large as 25 ms to obtain an output spike with a probability of approximately 80% (red curve in Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*F*). Hence, in electrically coupled networks, the time window for synaptic integration (and for the integration of sensory input) is adjustable, depending on both the number and configuration of the coactivated cells.

Neurons could encode rapid changes in synaptic inputs via their spike output ([@BHW166C39]; [@BHW166C22]; [@BHW166C58]). In particular, rodent pyramidal cells in the neocortex and hippocampus are capable of reliably encoding input modulations of up to 400 Hz by phase-locking their output spikes to the modulated input ([@BHW166C43]; [@BHW166C8]; [@BHW166C83]; [@BHW166C39]). This capability to track high-frequency modulation depends on the speed of the rising phase of the axonal spike, which is influenced by the effective time constant of the neuron ([@BHW166C9]; [@BHW166C23]; [@BHW166C52]; [@BHW166C39]; [@BHW166C22]). Because GJs enhance the effective time constants of neurons (see above), the tracking of high-frequency modulation is expected to improve due to GJs. This is shown in Figure [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*E*. Figure 6.GJs enhance the encoding capability of the neuron. (*A*) Representation of one of the 121 modeled cells in the L2/3 LBC network. Each L2/3 LBC modeled neuron is connected to 30 ± 6 similar neurons with a mean of 2 GJs per connection (blue dots). (*B*) Spiking response (upper trace) of the neuron shown in *A*, to a noisy current injected into the cell soma (middle trace, black). The injected current was composed of a DC current (middle trace, red line), a modulated sine wave (lower trace, green line), and a noisy current (see Materials and Methods). (*C*) Phase plots of the axonal APs for 3 different GJc values (0, 0.1, and 0.25 nS). (*D*) Zoom-in to the initial part of the AP phase plots shown in *C*. Increasing GJc enhances the speed of the rising phase of the spike. (*E*) Vector strength as a function of input frequency showing the increasing capability of the modeled cell to track high-frequency input modulations with increasing GJc (value shown near the corresponding curves). The cutoff frequency is defined by the intersection between the vector strength, *R*, and the respective 95th percentile (respective dotted colored lines) obtained by computing the vector strength in 1500 random spike trains (see Materials and Methods). The cutoff frequencies were 490, 575, and 815 Hz for GJc = 0, 0.1, and 0.25 nS, respectively.

A single neuron in the network (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*) was injected with a current composed of a superposition of a small amplitude sinusoidal wave of varying frequencies and background noise (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*, and see Materials and Methods). Figure [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*B* depicts the spiking response (top trace) to a DC current + noise (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*, lower trace). For each sinusoidal frequency, the vector strength, *R*, which characterizes the degree of phase-locking of the neuron\'s APs to the sine wave, was calculated (see Materials and Methods). The phase plot of the AP measured in the axon ([@BHW166C22]) resulting from the noisy current injection as in Figure [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*, for 3 values of GJc, is shown in Figure [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*C* (see corresponding colors in Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*E*). A zoom-in to the initial rising phase (box in Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*C*) is shown in Figure [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*D*. In fact, an increase in GJc results in an increase in the speed of the AP rapidness (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*D*) from 4.0 ms^−1^ in an isolated neuron (blue trace) to 4.5 ms^−1^ when GJc = 0.25 nS (green trace) resulting (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*E*) in an increase in the cutoff frequency from 490 Hz (blue trace) to about 815 Hz (green trace). Thus, the presence of GJs between L2/3 LBCs significantly enhances their capability to track high-frequency modulations. Note that if the whole network receives simultaneous modulated input, this improvement in input tracking due to GJs is diminished (not shown).

We next examined the impact of GJs between L2/3 LBCs on visual-like sensory input. Neurons in sensory cortices are selective to specific properties of the sensory input. For example, in V1, neurons respond selectively to oriented lines presented in their visual field ([@BHW166C38]). In V1 (and also in A1 and S1), pyramidal neurons are, on average, more selective than inhibitory interneurons; that is, the tuning curve of pyramidal cells is sharper (the OSI is larger) than for nearby interneurons ([@BHW166C42]; [@BHW166C46]; [@BHW166C45]). In addition, the linearity index (*F*1/*F*0, see Materials and Methods) of inhibitory neurons is smaller than that of pyramidal cells ([@BHW166C54]). Could GJs among inhibitory neurons affect the processing of sensory inputs by these cells?

To address this possibility, we modeled visual input impinging on the L2/3 LBC network by providing orientation selective axonal input (50 axons per cell and 5 synapses per axon). Axonal input was realized as an inhomogeneous Poisson spike train with a mean rate that was determined by the difference (in degrees) between the axon\'s PO and the orientation of the simulated visual input. The rate of the Poisson process was modulated at a frequency of 2 Hz, simulating a drifting grating at this frequency (see Materials and Methods). Each simulation consisted of 9 trials; each trial simulated the response to a different visual input (see Materials and Methods).

We first examined the effect of GJs on the OSI (see Materials and Methods) in the network. In the absence of GJs (GJc = 0 nS), the average OSI of the L2/3 LBC network was 0.34 (Fig. [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*(left),*C*). In Figure [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*, the firing rate of 2 cells (68, and 71, also arrows in *A*) as a function of visual orientation is shown for 3 different GJc values. Increasing the GJc decreased the orientation selectivity; this is more fully analyzed for the full network in Figure [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}*C*. The mean OSI decreased from 0.34 (for GJc = 0 nS) to 0.18 (for GJc = 0.25 nS). This decrease in OSI is also depicted by the decrease in the size of the circle in Figure [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*. Additionally, GJs can also change the PO of the neuron (some cells, e.g., the cell denoted by asterisk in Fig. [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*, change color). Hence, in a network of electrically coupled neurons, as is the case of L2/3 LBCs, even a relatively small GJc may have a significant impact in shaping the OSI of the cells. Thus, the reduced OSI (and the more similar PO) found in cortical interneurons, when compared with pyramidal cells, may at least be partially due to their GJs. Figure 7.GJs reduce input selectivity in L2/3 LBCs network. (*A*) OSI for neurons in 3 networks that differ in their GJc values (value above each network). The PO of the modeled cells is color-coded (color scale at top) and the OSI value for each neuron is represented by the size of the circle (2 exemplar black circles at top). Only part of the modeled network is shown with only 10% of the GJs, which are depicted by the lines connecting the neurons. Note the decrease in the size of the circles (decreased OSI) with increasing GJc and also the change in PO (change in color) of some cells (e.g., the cell marked by asterisk). (*B*) Tuning curves of 2 exemplar neurons (68 and 71), for 3 values of GJc. (*C*) The mean OSI + SD for the whole network consisting of 121 L2/3 LBCs as a function of GJc; the larger the GJc value, the lower the OSI. In all cases, the average firing rate of the network was adjusted to 10 Hz (see Materials and Methods).

We next examined the impact of GJs on the linearity index of the cells and on the phase difference among them. Figure [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows that for a selected cell (25), GJs of 0.1 nS reduce the response modulation (the *F*1/*F*0 ratio) of that cell by about 70%. Figure [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}*B* summarizes this effect for the whole population as a function of the GJc. A reduction of about 30% in response modulation could be obtained when the GJc was, on average, 0.25 nS (see Discussion). Figure [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}*C* depicts the impact of GJs on the phase difference between 2 selected cells (118 and 23), whereas Figure [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}*D* summarizes this effect for the whole population. On average, a marked reduction (of ∼25%) in the phase difference among the cells was obtained with GJc = 0.25 nS. Figures [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate that the "mixing" of electrically connected cells due to GJs tended to homogenize the response of the different neurons, such that their response to sensory input became more similar to each other. Note, however, that with estimated GJ values around 0.1--0.25 nS, the "mixing" of the various L2/3 LBCs was only partial. The orientation selectivity of individual cells remained intact (Fig. [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}) and, although the cells became more synchronized (Fig. [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}*B*), they still fired at different phases. Figure 8.Influence of GJs on visual-like sensory input. (*A*) Spiking activity of a neuron in response to an oscillating axonal input, the linearity index of the cell decreased from 1.8 to 0.55 when GJs were added to the network (at 0.1 nS, lower graph). The decrease in linearity due to GJs is manifested by the lower amplitude of the sine wave, which was computed as the best 2 Hz sinusoidal fit (continuous line) to the spike histogram (blue histogram). (*B*) Mean linearity as a function of GJc. (*C*) Spiking histogram for 2 different cells without GJs (top) and with GJc = 0.1 nS (bottom). The phase difference between the cells decreases as the conductance of the GJs increases. (*D*) Mean phase difference across all cell pairs in the network (vertical lines in *B* and *D* represent standard error of the mean).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

This study showed that GJs formed between dendrites of neocortical L2/3 LBCs significantly affect the cable properties of these cells. In particular, we estimated that due to the conductance load imposed by the electrical coupling, the input resistance, *R*~in~, and membrane time constant, *τ*~m~, of L2/3 LBCs (when decoupled from the network) are underestimated by a factor of 2--4 when measured in vitro (i.e., when they are coupled electrically). It is important to emphasize that due to the incomplete data set, we pooled data from diverse L2/3 LBC sources. Specifically, morphology and electrophysiology measurements were taken from young rats; information about the number of GJs per neuron was taken from adult cats, and the CC measurements were performed in mice. Thus, we explored a large range of parameters in terms of both the number of GJs per neuron and GJc values in order to constrain our theoretical predictions by the available biological data.

Constraining the network models of L2/3 LBCs by in vitro measurements of both *R*~in~ and the CC, as found between L2/3 LBCs (Figs [1](#BHW166F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}), enabled us to bracket the conductance value of the GJs to range between 0.05 and 0.25 nS. This range of values holds for a variety of network configurations (Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}) and is smaller than previously used ([@BHW166C87]; [@BHW166C35]; [@BHW166C56]). However, the parameters in previous modeling studies were not simultaneously constrained by both the experimental *R*~in~ and the CC as we did here (Fig. [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Fig. 5](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)). With GJc ranging between 0.05 and 0.25 nS, and assuming that the conductance of a single GJ channel is approximately 15 pS ([@BHW166C84]), and that there are 140 to 360 GJ channels (connexin 36, Cx36) per GJ in L2/3 LBCs ([@BHW166C25]), we estimated that only 0.9--11% of the GJ channels are open. [@BHW166C14] estimated that only 1% of the GJ channels are open. It is worth noting that the number of open GJ channels can change upon a variety of manipulations and that the GJc is adjustable ([@BHW166C48]; [@BHW166C60]). This has important functional implications of our results.

Taking into account the effect of GJs on the neurons\' cable properties enabled us to put forward a systematic process for building an electrically coupled network composed of these neurons. This network has the ability to faithfully replicate the in vitro (and, in principle, the in vivo) condition, in the passive measurements (Figs [2](#BHW166F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#BHW166F3){ref-type="fig"}), and in the spiking activity (Fig. [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Fig. 9](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)). The impact of the network on the cable parameters of individual neurons is likely to be similar in other electrically coupled networks. Such networks have been found in many brain regions; for example, in multiple subtypes of inhibitory neocortical and hippocampal interneurons ([@BHW166C24]; [@BHW166C92]). There have been several experimental attempts to "get rid" of GJs. One way is to use blockers, such as carbenoxolone, but this blocker is nonspecific as it reduces the *R*~in~ of neurons lacking GJs ([@BHW166C74]). Another blocker, mefloquine (which barely changes the input resistance of neurons lacking GJs), results in an increase in the *R*~in~ of cortical inhibitory neurons by up to 80%; however, this blocker affects only approximately 70% of the GJs ([@BHW166C13]). Another approach was to use knockouts of Cx36, a neuronal GJ channel protein critical for electrical coupling between neocortical basket cells; in this case, *R*~in~ was increased by 35% in FS cells, when compared with the wild-type ([@BHW166C15]). However the knockout of Cx36 was found to affect the membrane properties and the size of cells in the inferior olive ([@BHW166C18]).

The impact of GJs on the spiking activity of electrically coupled neurons (Fig. [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Fig. 9](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)) results from a similar mechanism where the dendritic tree affects the spiking capabilities of the axon initial segment. In fact, both the dendritic tree and the GJs serve as a current sink (conductance load) for the excitable current underlying the AP. The larger the dendritic tree and, similarly, the larger the total GJc, the larger the conductance load on the spiking mechanism ([@BHW166C34]). The correction that we made by increasing *R*~m~ (Fig. [4](#BHW166F4){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Fig. 9](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)) partially compensated for the conductance load imposed by the GJs. Note that the effect of GJs was also manifested by enhancing the rising phase of the AP (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}*C*) which affects the tracking capability of the axonal spikes (see below).

Once we established reliable models for individual L2/3 LBCs, we were in a position to examine a few key functional aspects of GJs in L2/3 LBC networks. We showed that synaptic inputs impinging on individual neurons decay faster due to the GJs, and thus shorten the integration time window. This effect could be modulated by the coactivation of directly connected neurons in the network. In fact, we showed that the effective integration time window increases (by several fold) when more neurons are activated simultaneously (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that a presynaptic excitatory neuron that synapses onto several interneurons is more likely to activate these interneurons if they are directly coupled with each other via GJs (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*E*). A recent study demonstrated that interneurons that are electrically coupled are more likely to have a common presynaptic excitatory input ([@BHW166C59]). We further demonstrated this "dynamic time-window effect" by showing that the temporal jitter of a sensory-like input, which generated a reliable spiking response, depended to a great extent on the number of the activated cells and on the identity of the cells that were activated (Fig. [5](#BHW166F5){ref-type="fig"}*F*,*G*).

Another effect of the reduction in the effective (system) time constant due to GJs was the increase in speed (upstroke) of spike initiation (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}). This improved the capability of individual L2/3 LBCs to track high-frequency input modulations via their spike output ([@BHW166C23]; [@BHW166C39]; [@BHW166C22]). For individual L2/3 LBCs, a 2-fold increase in the cutoff frequency (from 490 to 815 Hz) was found when the GJc was increased from 0 to 0.25 nS (Fig. [6](#BHW166F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, if the whole electrically coupled network received simultaneously modulated input (because the GJ-induced conductance load was effectively reduced), the improvement in the tracking capability of individual cells was reduced (not shown). Note that this improvement of inhibitory interneurons in tracking rapid changes in synaptic input goes hand in hand with the increase in FR of these cells due to the GJs (see [Supplementary Fig. 9](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhw166/-/DC1)*D*, green dots). Improved tracking capability has been shown to be correlated with the firing frequency of the cell ([@BHW166C23]).

We further examined (Fig. [7](#BHW166F7){ref-type="fig"}) the impact of GJs on input selectivity of L2/3 LBCs, considering the case of a "salt and pepper" organization as found in the visual (and auditory) system of rodents, where adjacent cells have mixed receptive fields ([@BHW166C57]; [@BHW166C73]). In this scenario, GJs among inhibitory neurons reduced the cells\' orientation selectivity (the receptive field was broadened), when compared with cells lacking GJs. Furthermore, the receptive fields of the inhibitory interneurons became more similar to each other as a result of the GJs. This is consistent with a recent finding that the orientation selectivity of interneurons is lower than that of nearby excitatory cells ([@BHW166C46]; [@BHW166C45]). We also found (Fig. [8](#BHW166F8){ref-type="fig"}) that in the presence of GJs, both the linearity index and the phase difference among the electrically coupled cells decreased. Elsewhere, it was shown experimentally that the linearity index in inhibitory neurons is smaller than that of pyramidal cells ([@BHW166C54]). Our results also support the recent findings that inhibitory neurons are more binocular than excitatory neurons ([@BHW166C41]; [@BHW166C78]) and that the disparity selectivity in PV^+^ interneurons is weaker than in PV^−^ neurons ([@BHW166C78]). We propose to experimentally test our predictions regarding the effect of GJs on the processing of visual input in Cx36 knockout animals. We predict that, in this case, the interneurons will be more highly tuned to specific features of the visual input. Clearly, a full theoretical exploration of the effect of GJs on the processing of sensory input requires the addition of recurrent chemical synapses (inhibitory and excitatory) impinging on L2/3 LBCs.

Having realistic models of electrically coupled networks will enable us to further explore the impact of electrical synapses among groups of interneurons on the global dynamics of large-scale neuronal circuits. How does global network synchronization emerge from assemblies of electrically coupled interneurons? What characterizes the interaction between electrically coupled subnetworks (e.g., networks of LBCs connected to Martinotti cell networks)? How is the receptive field of excitatory neurons shaped by the different electrically coupled inhibitory subnetworks? These and related questions could be investigated through the construction of increasingly more faithful in silico models of neural microcircuits ([@BHW166C21]; [@BHW166C49]; [@BHW166C71]).
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